Human-in-the-Loop
Intelligent Automation
Simplify Processes, Automate Mundane Tasks,
and Improve Productivity

Introducing BeatBlip, AI Powered Intelligent Automation
A growing number of organizations trust HuLoop’s BeatBlip to address the most daunting automation
challenges, and release quality applications faster and more confidently. BeatBlip’s Automation solutions
include the following:

Business Process
Automation (BPA)

Robotic Process
Automation (RPA)

Business Process
Automation (STA)

Automation as a
Service (AaaS)

Orchestration of
complex business
processes, across
disparate systems.

Build, deploy, and
manage software
robots that emulate
human actions.

Control and execute
repetitive tests and
verify expected
outcomes.

Our Experts
provide a low stress
implementation,
maximizing ROI.

BeatBlip’s Key Benefits
All-in-one Solution

Seamless Integration

Seamlessly automate test and business processes
spanning across diverse systems (web, mobile,
desktop, packaged apps, and data sources).

Integrates with existing systems and sub-systems
and provides visibility to process execution reports.

Rapid and Codeless Automation

Technology Agnostic

Rapidly automate complex test and business
processes, end-to-end, without writing a single
line of code.

As a technology and platform agnostic solution,
BeatBlip can be hosted or run on any operating
system including Linux.

Call 530.820.3390 or visit www.huloop.ai to learn more.

Why HuLoop?
Proven Automation Platform
Proven Automation
Platform

Automation
as a Service

y More Than 250,000+ Processes Automated

Quick to Deploy and Automate
Quick to Deploy
and Automate

Domain Experience
and Expertise

y Easy to Maintain and Change
y Best-in-Class Training and Support
y Easy to Learn and Use

Domain Experience & Expertise
y Up to ~50% Reduction in Costs
y Up to ~90% Improvement in Productivity

Why Is Human-in-the-Loop Intelligent Automation Better?

P

AI-based automation is…

X

AI-based automation is not…

y Faster, more accurate, and rational.
y It can replace mundane, boring,

y Intuitive or culturally sensitive.
y It can’t replace strategic thinking, emotional

repetitive tasks.
y It can improve productivity and job quality.
y Over the long run, automation mostly
transforms rather than eliminates human jobs.

intelligence, or empathy. It’s not creative or
imaginative.
y Humans can understand and interpret a given
situation and respond accordingly.

About HuLoop Automation
Based in the Sacramento, Calif. area, HuLoop
Automation, Inc., helps enterprises realize
maximum value from their people by keeping
humans in-the-loop during intelligent automation,
as well as ungoverned automation. The innovative
AI-powered automation company was built to
accelerate the growth of the low-code/no-code
BeatBlip platform.

Call 530.820.3390 or visit www.huloop.ai to learn more.

